Croatian Radiotelevision
Bringing the newsroom to the field with EDIUS

CUSTOMER

EQUIPMENT

HRT (Hrvatska radiotelevizija/Croatian Radiotelevision)
Zagreb, Croatia
www.hrt.hr		

28 seats of EDIUS on HP laptops
JVC GY-HM650 or Sony PXW-X200 camcorder

CHALLENGE
Completely redesign its in-the-field news production
process by creating a team of video journalists (VJs)
who shoot, edit and often present news packages
directly from the field.

BENEFIT
With EDIUS being both simple to learn and powerful,
VJs can put together a news package without having
to think about the NLE software they are using.
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“The feedback from the VJs is very interesting — they have various small problems and
challenges, but it’s very rarely related to EDIUS — it just works. I think that is the most
important thing about editing software — it’s there, it’s doing its job and it doesn’t interfere
with transferring ideas to a broadcast news piece. It simply works.”
Darko Flajpan, Lead Trainer, HRT Academy

Background
Based in Zagreb, Hrvatska radiotelevizija/Croatian Radiotelevision
(HRT) is the national radio and television broadcaster for Croatia, and
celebrated 60 years of television broadcasting on May 15, 2016.
Two years ago, HRT decided to redesign how it acquires and reports
its news from the field. It created a team of 28 video journalists (VJs)
who shoot, edit and often present news packages directly from the
field. For acquisition, HRT equipped their 26 domestic and two foreign
correspondents with either a JVC GY-HM650 (MXF 35 Mb/s) or Sony
PXW-X200 (MXF 50 Mb/s) camcorder. EDIUS was selected as the NLE
of choice because it was affordable, powerful and most important —
easy to learn and use.
“We are using 28 seats of EDIUS and nobody, I repeat, nobody had
any complaint on software functionality in last two years. I think that
speaks for itself,” said Darko Flajpan, Lead Trainer, HRT Academy,
which trains VJs.

“Truth be told, I’ve seen EDIUS before, but never worked with it. And
as an experienced Avid and Final Cut user, I really wanted to use one
of those two. Then I tried EDIUS and for the last two years I have used
EDIUS for most of my projects at the HRT Academy. In two words:
happy user!” said Flajpan.
“I trained all of our VJs to use EDIUS and the learning curve was much
gentler compared to other NLE software. After just couple of days,
VJs were producing news packages for broadcast,” boasted Flajpan.
“The feedback from the VJs is very interesting — they have various
small problems and challenges, but it’s very rarely related to EDIUS
— it just works. I think that is the most important thing about editing
software — it’s there, it’s doing its job and it doesn’t interfere with
transferring ideas to a broadcast news piece. It simply works,” said
Flajpan.

“We are using 28 seats of EDIUS and nobody, I repeat, nobody had any complaint on
software functionality in last two years. I think that speaks for itself. ”
Darko Flajpan, Lead Trainer, HRT Academy
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Video Journalist, Andrijana Gregur,
editing on a restaurant terrace. She shot
and edited the entire news package,
then uploaded to HRT for broadcast.

Workflow
VJs will typically send material from their homes/offices via ADSL to
HRT’s FTP server. More recently, some of them are using Signiant’s file
transfer software. Often they will use 4G mobile broadband to send
back material from a shooting location. If only a 3G signal is available
in the field, they will export using H.264 to get as small a file as possible.

“One thing to note about using EDIUS: VJs very often work with all
kinds of different material from their sources — smartphone footage,
GoPro, DSLR, drone, DVD, etc. — and the great thing about EDIUS is
that it supports all of these formats. I have a joke in training that you
can throw a burek [a type of Balkan pastry] on EDIUS and it will put it
on a timeline,” said Flajpan.

The workflow for each news package is fairly simple:
• Shoot with either JVC GY-HM650 (MXF 35 Mb/s) or Sony PXW-X200
(MXF 50 Mb/s)
• Picture edit complete news package or rough cut recorded material
• Export material in MXF (50, 35, 15 Mb/s) or H.264 — the choice of
format depends on available network speed and time needed to
transfer the file (VJs test their connection using speedtest.net)
• Send the file using FileZilla (FTP) or Signiant via ADSL, 4G or 3G

Training
Flajpan trains VJs in just two weeks. He is a big advocate of mobile
journalists and a key member of the MoJo training team established
by CIRCOM — the European Association of Regional Television.
“You have to keep in mind that most of our video journalists were not
video editors, so this was something new for them. We had to teach
them how to produce complete news packages in just two weeks. It
turned out that training on EDIUS was a huge success with regard to
time and quality.”

Flajpan led the CIRCOM mobile journalism training in Sofia, Bulgaria
in May. During that training session, there were 12 trainees from 12
European broadcast companies (SVT, NRK, BBC, TVP, France3, BNT
and others) who were taught how to produce complete news packages using just a smartphone.
“The smartphone is a great backup tool for when you have nothing
else available and something is happening right in front of you. The
point of this training is to learn how to use the smartphone properly,”
said Flajpan.
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